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Gearbox Model Reduction ratio Deceleration stage

TL28PR
3.9~6.2 Level 1
16~36.3 Level 2
64.1-216 Level 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U V W +Vcc Hu Hv Hw GND

Motor Model Voltage
(V)

Rated
Power(W)

Rated
Current(A)

Protection
Class(IP)

Insulation
Class

D28BLDC24 24 10 0.6 66 F

Main Φ ：28, other requirements can be customized

Speed
Code

Gear
Stage

Rated
Speed

（m/Min）

Torque(N.m) Drive
Maximum
Current(A)Rated Start Up

10
1

164 0.047 0.19

5A

20 109 0.064 0.25
30 41 0.18 0.74
40

2

27 0.28 1.15
50 18 0.42 1.67
60 10 0.65 2.60
70 7 0.98 3.60
80 3/4 1~4 1.51 3.60

1

Conveying Electric Rollers
2.2 Basic information/Technical data/

Motor performance parameters/Roller performance parameters
 28 Series DC Brush Less Roller

 Motor Wiring

 Brush Less DC Motor Technical Parameters

 Roller Performance Parameters

HINT:It is not recommended to use the 28 electric mixer for the load ≥ 20kg,
and it is recommended to use the 38 series electric roller.
Standard length of the cable: 600mm(If necessary, an extension cable can be provided)
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Gearbox Model Reduction ratio Deceleration stage

TL38PR
3.7~6.75 Level 1

13.73~45.56 Level 2
50.89~307.54 Level 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U V W GND Hu Hv Hw +Vcc

Motor Model Voltage
(V)

Rated
Power(W)

Rated
Current(A)

Protection
Class(IP)

Insulation
Class

D38BLDC24 24 20 1.3 66 F

Main Φ ：38, other requirements can be customized

Speed
Code

Gear
Stage

Rated
Speed

（m/Min）

Torque(N.m) Drive
Maximum
Current(A)Rated Start Up

10
1

128 0.17 0.69

5A

20 92 0.24 0.95
30 70 0.31 1.22
40

2

35 0.63 2.55
50 25 0.91 3.58
60 16 1.38 5.46
70 10 1.96 7.12
80 3 1~7 4.00 15.00

2

 38 Series DC Brush Less Roller

 Motor Wiring

 Brush Less DC Motor Technical Parameters

 Roller Performance Parameters

HINT:It is not recommended to use the 38 electric mixer for the load ≥ 70kg,
and it is recommended to use the 50 series electric roller.
Standard length of the cable: 600mm(If necessary, an extension cable can be provided)
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Gearbox Model Reduction ratio Deceleration stage

TL50PR
3.65~8.63 Level 1
13.53~58.22 Level 2
67.08~392.98 Level 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U V W +Vcc Hu Hv Hw GND

Motor Model Voltage
(V)

Rated
Power(W)

Rated
Current(A)

Protection
Class(IP)

Insulation
Class

D50BLDC24 24 65 4 66 F

Main Φ ：50, other requirements can be customized

Speed
Code

Gear
Stage

Rated
Speed

（m/Min）

Torque(N.m) Drive
Maximum
Current(A)Rated Start Up

10

1

150 0.55 2.2

5A

20 106 0.82 3.26
30 81 1.07 4.24
40 63 1.37 5.42
50

2

40 1.93 7.66
60 29 2.71 10.71
70 20 4.02 15.88
80 13 6.4 25.3
90 3 1~7 15 45

 50 Series DC Brush Less Roller

3

 Motor Wiring

 Brush Less DC Motor Technical Parameters

 Roller Performance Parameters

REMARK:
1 Standard length of the cable: 1000mm(If necessary, an extension cable can be provided)
2 If there are other speed ratio requirements, please contact SINOCONVE.
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Gearbox Model Reduction ratio Deceleration stage

TL65PR
3.65~8.63 Level 1
13.53~58.22 Level 2
67.08~392.98 Level 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U V W +Vcc Hu Hv Hw GND

Motor Model Voltage
(V)

Rated
Power(W)

Rated
Current(A)

Protection
Class(IP)

Insulation
Class

D65BLDC24 48 170 4.6 66 F

Main Φ ：65, other requirements can be customized

Speed
Code

Gear
Stage

Rated
Speed

（m/Min）

Torque(N.m) Drive
Maximum
Current(A)Rated Start Up

10
1

150 0.55 2.2

5A

20 106 0.82 3.26
30 81 1.07 4.24
40

2

40 1.93 7.66
50 29 2.71 10.71
60 20 4.02 15.88
70 13 6.4 25.3
80 3 1~7 15 45

4

 65 Series DC Brush Less Roller

 Motor Wiring

 Brush Less DC Motor Technical Parameters

 Roller Performance Parameters

REMARK:
1 Standard length of the cable: 1000mm(If necessary, an extension cable can be provided)
2 If there are other speed ratio requirements, please contact SINOCONVE.
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Gearbox Model Reduction ratio Deceleration stage

TL80PR
3.65~8.63 Level 1
13.53~58.22 Level 2
67.08~392.98 Level 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U V W +Vcc Hu Hv Hw GND

Motor Model Voltage
(V)

Rated
Power(W)

Rated
Current(A)

Protection
Class(IP)

Insulation
Class

D80BLDC24 48 220 5.8 66 F

Main Φ ：80, other requirements can be customized

Speed
Code

Gear
Stage

Rated
Speed

（m/Min）

Torque(N.m) Drive
Maximum
Current(A)Rated Start Up

10
1

205 2.29 9.06

5A

20 140 3.37 13.33
30 86 5.43 21.43
40

2

54 7.76 30.29
50 40 10.59 41.72
60 27 15.68 61.93
70 12 25.00 75.00
80 3 1~10 25.00 75.00

5

 80 Series DC Brush Less Roller

 Motor Wiring

 Brush Less DC Motor Technical Parameters

 Roller Performance Parameters

REMARK:
1 Standard length of the cable: 1000mm(If necessary, an extension cable can be provided)
2 If there are other speed ratio requirements, please contact SINOCONVE.
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Gearbox Model Reduction ratio Deceleration stage

TL80PR
3.65~8.63 Level 1
13.53~58.22 Level 2
67.08~392.98 Level 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U V W +Vcc Hu Hv Hw GND

Motor Model Voltage
(V)

Rated
Power(W)

Rated
Current(A)

Protection
Class(IP)

Insulation
Class

D90BLDC24 48 300 8 66 F

Main Φ ：90, other requirements can be customized

Speed
Code

Gear
Stage

Rated
Speed

（m/Min）

Torque(N.m) Drive
Maximum
Current(A)Rated Start Up

10
1

232 3.13 13.39

5A

20 158 4.61 18.20
30 98 7.41 29.20
40

2

62 10.33 40.70
50 45 14.45 57.09
60 30 31.39 84.49
70 15 44.48 175.69
80 3 1~12 120.00 360.00

6

 90 Series DC Brush Less Roller

 Motor Wiring

 Brush Less DC Motor Technical Parameters

 Roller Performance Parameters

REMARK:
1 Standard length of the cable: 1000mm(If necessary, an extension cable can be provided)
2 If there are other speed ratio requirements, please contact SINOCONVE.
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2.1 Spoke size/mixer shape optional type/optional specification type

7

Conveying Electric Rollers

No drive (straight)

Double slot type (R5)

Multi-ribbed belt type (PJ type)——(PLASTIC)
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Shortest
length(mm)

Diameter(mm)

shortest length

Φ28 Φ38 Φ40 Φ50 Φ60 Φ65 Φ70 Φ80 Φ90 Φ113

Shortest length(mm) 120 170 170 260 260 300 300 400 400 500

O Pulley type——(Plastic)

Spring pressed

Radius R5

Internal thread

Radius R5

Timing pulley type——(Plastic)

Internal thread

T5/26 tooth

Double Chain (08B14T)——(Steel)

Internal thread

Shortest length table, straight as an example

8
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Basic Information Matching Driver Card
IP rating

TL-BLDC24-120C
TL-BLDC24-120R

Tube material
Stainless steel
(Outer Tube: SuS304;
Bearing housing and shaft: Sus303)

Diameter Φ50mm
Longest barrel length 1000mm(exceeds 1000mm, contact us)

Standard cable length 600mm
Basic
type W-waterproof

If necessary, can provide extension cable(*Extension cables are not waterproof.*)

Basic Information Matching Driver Card

Brake Method Mechanical Electromagnetic Brake TL-BLDC48-400R
TL-BLDC24-120R

Suitable for built-in brake
type electric rollersDiameter Φ50mm

Longest barrel length 1000mm(exceeds 1000mm, contact us)

Standard cable length 600mm
Basic
type B Built-in brake

If necessary, can provide extension cable(*Extension cables are not waterproof.*)

Basic Information Matching Driver Card
Ambient temperature for use -30℃-0℃

TL-BLDC24-120C
TL-BLDC24-120R

Tube material Galvanized/Stainless Steel (Sus304)
Bearing Housing Aluminum Alloy
Diameter Φ50mm
Longest barrel length 1000mm(exceeds 1000mm, contact us)

Standard cable length 600mm
Basic
type Z Low temperature

If necessary, can provide extension cable(*Extension cables are not waterproof.*)

9

Optional specification type
Waterproof type -W

Built-in brake type -B

Low temperature type -Z
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Plastic conesize(WT): Unit:(mm)
WT 245 295 345 395 445 495 545 595 645 695 745 795 845 895

D1(Φ) 55.6 52.5 55.6 52.5 55.6 52.5 55.6 52.5 55.6 52.5 55.6 52.5 55.6 52.5
D2(Φ) 71.2 71.2 77.6 77.6 84.0 84.0 90.4 90.4 95.8 95.8 103.2 103.2 109.6 109.6

Cone type-T

Use the special tapered electric stick to install the bracket.
It is not recommended to use external threads for installation.

10
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①Basic Model TL

②Basic Type A-standard,T-Cone,W-waterproof,
B-B-Built in brake,Z Low temperature

③Power Type DC24V
④Roller Diameter Φ50mm
⑤Roller Surface Length Refer to the dimension drawing of the electric wheel (W) L500

⑥Speed Code
8 speed codes such as 10, 20, 30, etc.
(Please refer to the performance parameter table for details.)

⑦Outer Tube Form

Z Galvanized Pipe X 2~5mm Natural Rubber

J Stainless Steel Pipe N 2~5mm Pu

H Steel(Hard Chrome Plated) K 2~5mm Nitrile Rubber

Q 2mm PVC Soft Rubber (Grey)

⑧Dc Brush Less Motor S

⑨Drive Connection

A No drive (straight) D steel double chain (08B14T)

G Roll Groove (R5) H plastic V-ribbed pulley (PJ)

F Plastic O Pulley I Plastic timing pulley

Product model example

TL - ADC24 - 50 - L500 - 40 Z S G
① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨

Other barrel diameters available: 60, 70, 76, 113
Special specifications are available:
low temperature type (-30~0℃), waterproof type-IP66 (stainless steel), built-in brake type-mechanical
electromagnetic brake. *Available with black anti-static taper.
Contact us for more detailed information on external thread fixing electric batons.

11
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Description of formula parameters:
T = Required Starting Torque F =Required Tangential Force m=Mass (kg) g=Gravity Acceleration 9.8m/s2

μ= Friction Coefficient s=Safety Factor
n=Number Of
Passive Sticks

D = Diameter Of Barrel (Unit: m)

Friction Coefficient μ

Outer
tube material
of electric stick

Cargo Bottom Material
Steel Plastic Wood Carton

Steel 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.1
2mm PVC Soft Rubber 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.15

5mm PU 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.15
5mm Rubber Lagging 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.15

Product model example
Select the appropriate motor speed code according to the following selection conditions:

①Starting torque judgment
Starting torque required for conveying < starting torque of electric roller barrel (unit: N·m )
Calculation formula：

F=W*μ *9.8/0.95n

T=F*D*S/2

②Determining the number of passive rollers
Number of passive rollers × 2 < Rated tangential force of the electric drum, and the number of
passive rollers does not exceed 24 (multi-ribbed belt drive mode)

③Speed
Select the code that meets the speed requirements according to the two conditions of① and②. If
multiple speed codes meet the requirements, it is recommended to select the speed code with the
largest starting torque.

Example: Load parameters:Load weight W=50kg Load material：Carton

Barrel parameters:

Outer tube material: steel galvanized. Conveying speed: 40m/min
Safety factor - S=1.5 Number of passive rollers - n=8 Diameter——D=50mm

F=W*μ *9.8/0.95n=73.86N
T=F*D*S/2=2.77N·m
The models of electric rollers running at a speed of 35m/min are as follows:
TL-ADC24-50-L500-40ZSA (diameter 50mm, speed code 40)
Starting torque: 2.77N·m
The starting torque required by the motorized roller is less than the nominal value (2.77<7.66), and
the selected motorized spoke cylinder can drive a 50 kg carton.12
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Selection of material box conveying roller
Is it suitable for mixing roller conveying?
Cargo Status:

The bottom surface of the goods suitable for stick
conveying should be flat and hard, such as: rigid
cardboard boxes, flat-bottomed plastic boxes, metal
(steel) material boxes, wooden pallets, etc. When the
contact bottom surface of the goods is soft or irregular
(such as: soft bags, handbags, irregular bottom
surface parts, etc.), it is not suitable for roller
conveying.

The contact surface between the goods and the barrel is too small (point

contact or line contact), and the barrel is easily damaged (local wear,

damage to the taper sleeve, etc.)

Environment Status:
1. Plastic parts are brittle at low temperature and are
not suitable for long-term use. Different barrels have
their applicable temperature (see the product
characteristics of each series), when the temperature
exceeds the specified temperature range, please
contact us and get confirmation;
2. A small amount of "powder" will be produced after
the rubber-coated cartridge is used, so it cannot be
used in a dust-free environment;
3. Polyurethane is easy to absorb external colors, so it
cannot be used to transport packaging and goods with
printed colors.

What is the appropriate length of the roller？
Goods with different widths should choose the

appropriate roller length (that is, the length of the roller
surface, represented by the symbol W). For straight
section conveying, in general, it can be selected by
referring to the following formula:

W=B+△B
In the formula:
B - the width of the cargo

△B-width allowance, generally take 50~150 (mm)

For goods with a very rigid bottom, the width of
the goods can be slightly larger than the length of the
roller surface without affecting the normal
transportation and safety.
Generally：W>=0.8B

Product model example
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Setting of roller spacing:
Cargo Status:

In order to ensure the smooth transportation of
the goods, the selection principle of the distance
between the rollers (center distance, represented by
the symbol T) is:

At any time of transportation, there are at least 3
or more rods to support the goods, that is, T≤1/3L.

1. For goods that require smooth transportation,
T=(1/4~1/5)L or less;
2. For slender and flexible goods, the deflection of the
goods should also be considered: the deflection of the
goods on a barrel spacing should be less than 1/500
of the barrel spacing, otherwise the running resistance
will be greatly increased;
3. The distance setting of double chain conveying
must also meet the formula: T=n*p/2,
Compared with single chain drive, the conveying
speed is higher, but it is not recommended to exceed
30m/min;
The center distance of roller should conform to the
following formula:
T=n*p/2,
In the formula:
n-Positive integer
p-Chain pitch

To minimize the occurrence of half links, the table
below lists the recommended center distances for
common sprocket models.

Unit: mm

Model
Pitch

(P)

Recommended center distance

(T)
Tolerance

08B11T 12.7 69.8 82.5 95.2 107.9 120.6 0/-0.4

08B14T 12.7 88.9 101.6 114.3 127 139.7 0/-0.4

10A13T 15.875 119 134.9 140.8 166.6 182.5 0/-0.7

10B15T 15.875 134.9 150.8 166.6 182.5 198.4 0/-0.7

4. The choice of the distance between the roller
barrels of the V-ribbed belt will be restricted by the
model of the V-ribbed belt.

At the same time, it is also necessary to confirm
that the bearing capacity of each roller cannot exceed
its maximum static load (the load refers to the
uniformly distributed intercept load without impact. If
there is a concentrated load, the safety factor needs to
be increased.)
Roller load
The main factors affecting the bearing capacity of the
roller are: the barrel, the shaft core and the bearing,
and it is determined by the weakest of them:
1. The load beyond the limit will cause the roller to
have excessive bending, or even irreversible
permanent deformation, making the conveying
unstable;
⒉. The strength of the shaft core is not enough, which
will cause the stress state of the bearing to change,
thus affecting the performance of the bearing;
3. The load exceeding the allowable value will greatly
reduce the service life of the bearing.
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Roller load
The main factors affecting the bearing capacity of the
roller are: the barrel, the shaft core and the bearing,
and it is determined by the weakest of them:
1. The load beyond the limit will cause the roller to
have excessive bending, or even irreversible
permanent deformation, making the conveying
unstable;
⒉. The strength of the shaft core is not enough, which
will cause the stress state of the bearing to change,
thus affecting the performance of the bearing;
3. The load exceeding the allowable value will greatly
reduce the service life of the bearing.
Other information:
1. What we refer to is the rated static load of a single
roller, which is the uniform load on the roller surface
(non-point load);
2. The installation method that is integrated with the
frame (such as: internal thread), their bearing capacity
will be stronger than the installation method of loose
connection (such as: spring press-in type);
3. When selecting, you should also consider other
factors such as the height error of the conveying
surface after the roller is assembled, the local force
when loading and unloading the goods;
4. The mechanical properties of steel pipes and
stainless steels are similar in terms of bearing
capacity, so they are generally considered to have the
same bearing capacity;
5. Under normal circumstances, increasing the wall
thickness can only enhance the impact resistance of
the cylinder (not easy to sag), and it has little effect on
the bearing capacity of the roller;.
6. In some types of conveying (especially in "belt
drives"), it is the load capacity, not the load bearing,
that is decisive. It often depends on the transmission
arrangement and the driving ability of the transmission
parts, such as the maximum belt tension, the chain
limit tension and so on.
load capacity: The maximum load that can be
supported on the roller that can drive the operation.
load bearing: The maximum load that the roller can
bear.

Roller circle runout
The circular runout of the roller is an important
indicator of the performance of the roller, and the
quality of the performance will directly affect the
stability and reliability of the cargo transportation.If the
circular beat is too large, it will cause the conveyed
object to be bumpy, deviate from the normal
conveying direction, affect the accuracy of conveying
action, and increase the noise; it may even cause
damage to some conveyed objects and shorten the
life of the overall conveying equipment.

Unit: mm
Roller length Straight roller Conical roller

100~500 0.5 0.7

>500~1000 0.6 0.9

>1000~1600 1.0 1.4

>1600~2000 1.2 /

>2000~2500 1.6 /

Does not contain PVC and grooving rollers

Take the maximum of the three points as the test data.
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ROLLER TUBE -- raw material
Steel Pipe
With the continuous development of pipe-making
technology and welding technology, straight seam
electric welded steel pipe has replaced hot-rolled
seamless pipe as the most commonly used raw
material in the cylinder of logistics conveying rollers,
and its mechanical properties can fully meet the
requirements of rollers. Compared with hot-rolled
seamless pipes, it has great advantages in
appearance, balance and cost.

Specification： Unit: mm
D t
Φ18 1.0
Φ25.6 1.0
Φ38 1.2
Φ48.6 1.5

Φ50
1.5
2.0

Φ60
2.0
3.0

Φ76
3.0
4.0

Φ80
2.0
3.0

Φ89
3.0
4.0

16

Aluminum alloy
Compared with steel pipe and stainless steel, the
strength of aluminum alloy is only 1/3 of their strength,
but it is light in weight, only 36% of that of steel pipe,
and is not afraid of water and rust. It is suitable for
some applications that require light weight or water
spray. , and are widely used in specific industries such
as the rubber industry.

PVC
The bearing capacity of PVC pipes (polyvinyl chloride)
is much lower than that of ordinary steel pipes, but
due to its own unique properties, it has a wide range
of applications in some fields: 1. Anti-corrosion, good
chemical stability.

Stainless steel
Stainless steel welded steel pipe is also one of the
common raw materials for the production of rolling
cylinders. It is beautiful, has good corrosion
resistance, and is more durable than ordinary steel
pipes. The following two grades of stainless steel pipe
are the most widely used.
Material 304 201
Magnetic Non-magnetic

Corrosion

resistance

It also has good corrosion

resistance to alkaline solutions

and most organic acids.

Corrosion resistance is

general, in the general

atmospheric corrosion

environment without chloride

pollution or humidity, it can

work for a long time and

basically maintain no rust.

Main

purpose

Kitchen utensils, auto parts,

building materials, food

production equipment, hospital

utensils, etc.

Mainly used for decoration,

or in place of galvanized

steel pipe when some high

temperature requirements

are required.

Catalog takes 304 stainless steel as an example
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ROLLER TUBE -- surface treatment
ZAM
ZAM - the abbreviation of the English initials of zinc, aluminum and magnesium, the full
name is "zinc-aluminum-magnesium ternary alloy coating". Due to the addition of AI and
Mg elements in the coating, it has a compound effect, so the corrosion resistance, friction
resistance and adhesion are very good. ZAM tube is favored and concerned by various
industries because of its good performance advantages and environmental protection
technology.
1. The surface has stronger anti-rust ability and can easily cope with various humid and
harsh environments;
2. No need to galvanize again, to ensure continuous delivery

Galvanized
Using the principle of electrolysis, a uniform, dense and well-bonded galvanized layer is
formed on the surface of the workpiece. Compared with other metals, zinc is a relatively
economical and easy-to-plate metal. It is a low-value anti-corrosion plating layer. It is
widely used to protect steel parts, especially to prevent air oxidation and corrosion. It is
the most common surface of mixed cylinders.
1. Trivalent chrome blue-white galvanized, in line with REACH environmental protection
requirements;
2. The thickness of the galvanized layer suitable for the barrel: 8~12 μm;
3. Using a special sealing process, it is more resistant to corrosion, and the performance
of the salt spray test is significantly improved (see picture);
4. Galvanized does not have strong wear resistance, and will gradually wear with the use
of the wheel (if necessary, other surface treatment methods such as hard chrome plating
can be selected); 5. When the galvanized drum needs to go through long-distance oceans
When shipping, still need to have suitable shipping packaging;
6. Don't let food and galvanized surface come into direct contact.

17
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Hard chrome plating
It is a thicker chrome plating layer on the surface of the workpiece.Its thickness is
generally more than 20μm, and the properties of chromium are used to improve the
hardness, wear resistance, temperature resistance and corrosion resistance of parts.
1. Good wear resistance, according to different process specifications, the highest
hardness value can reach 1200HV;
⒉. The sliding friction coefficient is about 50% of that of steel and cast iron;
3. The surface passivation of the chrome-plated layer occurs under slight oxidation,
forming a thin and transparent passivation film, which does not change color for a long
time at room temperature, and plays a protective role on the chrome-plated layer.
4. The brittleness is large, and the workpiece should not be subjected to large
deformation after plating, otherwise it will easily cause the coating to break or fall off.

Lagging/Polyurethane
In order to effectively improve the operating conditions of the conveying system and
prevent slippage (such as speed-up of a specific station, small-angle climbing, etc.), it is
necessary to generate greater friction between the contact surfaces, and the surface of the
spoke cylinder is covered with rubber. how to handle it. And the lagging can also protect the
bottom surface of the goods and reduce the noise of conveying.

Material Features

Natural rubber

1.Has high elasticity at room temperature;
2. Has good mechanical strength and low hysteresis loss;.
3. Good electrical insulation performance;
4. Has good alkali resistance, but not strong acid resistance;
5. Oil resistance and solvent resistance are not good

Nitrile rubber:

1.Excellent oil resistance;
2. Low elasticity;
3. Poor cold resistance and ozone resistance;
4. Poor electrical insulation.

Polyurethane

1. Excellent wear resistance;
⒉High oil resistance and water resistance;
3. Resistance to biological aging;
4. High mechanical strength.

18
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PVC soft glue
In addition to the traditional lagging, you can also choose the solution of soft PVC rubber
for the jacket. Similar, but its production cycle and cost performance have a good
performance.

Material Soft PVC
Applicable Roller

Diameter Φ50mm

Soft Rubber Thickness 2mm
Color Grey,RAL7042

Hardness Shore (A) 635 degrees

Tolerance Not resistant to oil and
gasoline

Electrical Insulation Non-conductive
Proper Temperature -25℃~+50℃

Other Non-food safe material
1. Normal circumstances, the rubber sleeve will cover
the outer surface of the entire stick.
2. When you need to partially cover the drum, please
indicate the required length (minimum 50mm) and
position;
3. It is recommended that the short end of the grooved
barrel is not covered with glue

19

Shaft
All loads on the rollers are ultimately borne by the
shaft, which supports the entire load. We choose
high-quality carbon structural steel as the shaft core
material, which has greater strength, and its technical
indicators meet the relevant requirements of GB/T
905.
Shaft specification：

Round shaft (unit: mm):
d:Φ6,Φ8,Φ10,Φ12,Φ15,Φ17,Φ20,Φ25

Hexagonal shaft (unit: mm):
S:11hex
D:Φ12

Surface treatment
If you do not specify otherwise, only when the cylinder
is made of stainless steel or PVC, the surface of the
shaft is galvanized, the others are primary colors, and
the surface is coated with anti-rust oil.
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Flat tenon
1. Derived from the mine groove-shaped support rod
group, the two sides of the round shaft core end are
milled flat and then snapped into the corresponding
rack grooves, which is extremely easy to install and
disassemble;
⒉Lack of upward restraint, so it is mostly used as a
belt conveyor, not suitable for power transmission
such as sprockets and V-ribbed belts.

Single flat shaft:

Flat shaft:

Hexagonal Shaft:

20

Shaft fixed
Internal thread
1. It is the most commonly used installation method in
power conveying such as sprocket rollers. Through
the bolts at both ends, the roller and the frame are
connected as a whole;
⒉ It takes a relatively long time to install and remove
the stick;
3. The opening of the rack installation should not be
too large to reduce the height difference of the rolling
cylinder after installation (the gap is generally 0.5mm,
taking M8 as an example, it is recommended that the
opening of the rack be 8.5mm);
4. When it is an aluminum profile frame, it is
recommended to choose the configuration of "large
shaft diameter and small thread" to prevent the shaft
from penetrating the aluminum profile after locking.

Internal thread:

External thread:

Nuts should be installed on the inside and outside of the frame

to ensure the operation and stability of the barrel.
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Bearing
Bearing is one of the most critical parts of the roller,
and the proper selection directly determines the
performance and life of the roller.
Common models
According to the use characteristics of the rollers, we
configure different types of bearings for each product,
and specify the clearance, lubrication and sealing
methods.

Model
Outer Ring
Diameter

Inner Ring
Diameter

Width

6001 Φ28 Φ12 8
6002 Φ32 Φ15 9
6202 Φ35 Φ15 11
6003 Φ35 Φ17 10
6004 Φ42 Φ20 12
6204 Φ47 Φ20 14
6205 Φ52 Φ25 15

Lubricating:
1. It has good adhesion and is not easy to run off and
leak;
2. The lubrication cycle is long, and there is no need to
replenish or replace grease.

Clearance:
The clearance in the bearing is to ensure that

the bearing can run flexibly and without blockage,
but at the same time, it is also required to ensure
that the bearing runs smoothly, the axis of the
bearing does not settle significantly, and the
number of rolling elements bearing the load is as
large as possible.

The bearing clearance suitable for the
conveying roller is C3, which has a good
performance in ensuring the dynamic performance
of the bearing (noise, vibration and friction), rotation
accuracy and service life (wear and fatigue).

Seal:
The purpose of bearing sealing is to prevent the
leakage of lubricant inside the bearing, and to
prevent foreign matter such as external dust and
moisture from entering the inside of the bearing, so
as to ensure that the bearing may run safely and
lastingly under the required conditions.
We recommend the use of RZ sealing method,
which combines the advantages of RS and ZZ, has
the same low friction characteristics as non-contact
sealing (ZZ), and at the same time has the same
sealing and dustproof effect as contact sealing
(RS) .
RZ: Low friction seal (non-contact) with steel lined synthetic

rubber on one side of the bearing
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Part Name Material Surface Treatment
Profile Aluminum Anodizing

Motor Cover Aluminum Spray
Wheel Mount Aluminum Spray

Dimensioned Drawing Profile cross section

Belt Conveyor Electric Rollers
2.1Example of belt conveyor
Electric wheel type
Head drive double slot profile (with pulley diameter 50mm)

Usable T-Nut Model:
AHC21-308-M3

AHC21-308-M4

AHC21-308-M5

AHC21-308-M6

Transmission capacity (reference value)

22
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①Basic Model TL

②Basic Type C-standard,T-Cone,W-waterproof,
D-B-Built in brake,Z Low temperature

③Power Type DC24V
④Roller Diameter Φ50mm
⑤Roller Surface Length Refer to the dimension drawing of the electric wheel (W)

⑥Line Speed Please refer to the performance parameter table for details.

⑦Outer Tube Form

Z Galvanized Pipe J Stainless steel (with knurling)

H Stainless Steel Pipe X Steel tube (with knurling)

N Rubber-covered tube

⑧Paving roller A:Add Paving Roller

2.1Basic information&technical data

TL - BDC24 - 50 - L350 - 10 - XA A
① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧

23
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Φ28 (DC24V 10w) in the electric roller (silent helical gearbox)

Diameter
D(mm)

Line
speed(m/min)

Load
weight(kg)

Standard size (mm) Standard length
size W(mm)

Remark
B u T s

Φ28

110 2

8 5 3 3

Min size:WMIN=150

Max size:WMAX=350

Remark:
Every 50 adds a

specification

1.W<150mm is not equipped with belt

guide groove, W>150 can be equipped

with belt guide groove

2.Optional driver model

TL-BLDC24-120R or TL-BLDC24-120C

40 5

25 8

10 15

Φ38 (DC24V 20w) in the electric roller (silent helical gearbox)

Diameter
D(mm)

Line
speed(m/min)

Load
weight(kg)

Standard size (mm) Standard length
size W(mm)

Remark
B u T s

Φ38

128 4

8 6 4 4

Min size:WMIN=200

Max size:WMAX=400

Remark:
Every 50 adds a

specification

Optional driver model

TL-BLDC24-120R or TL-BLDC24-120C

70 7
25 20
16 25
10 40

Φ40 (DC24V 20w) in the electric roller (silent helical gearbox)

Diameter
D(mm)

Line
speed(m/min)

Load
weight(kg)

Standard size (mm) Standard length
size W(mm)

Remark
B u T s

Φ40

128 4

8 6 4 4

Min size:WMIN=200

Max size:WMAX=400

Remark:
Every 50 adds a

specification

Optional driver model

TL-BLDC24-120R or TL-BLDC24-120C

70 7
25 20
16 25
10 40

Straight Electric Roller With Wire

Electric Roller With Belt Groove And Line
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Φ38 (DC24V 1ow) in the electric roller (silent helical gearbox)

Diameter
D(mm)

Line
speed(m/min)

Load
weight(kg)

Standard size (mm) Standard length
size W(mm)

Remark
B u T s

Φ50

90 10

18 10 6 6

Min size:WMIN=300

Max size:WMAX=800

Remark:
Every 50 adds a

specification

Optional driver model

TL-BLDC24-120R or TL-BLDC24-120C

35 25
25 30
16 50
10 80

Φ38 (DC24V 1ow) in the electric roller (silent helical gearbox)

Diameter
D(mm)

Line
speed(m/min)

Load
weight(kg)

Standard size (mm) Standard length
size W(mm)

Remark
B u T s

Φ60

105 8

20 10 6 6

Min size:WMIN=300

Max size:WMAX=800

Remark:
Every 50 adds a

specification

Optional driver model

TL-BLDC24-120R or TL-BLDC24-120C

65 14
30 28
20 40
10 80

Φ28 (DC24V 1ow) in the electric roller (silent helical gearbox)

Diameter
D(mm)

Line
speed(m/min)

Load
weight(kg)

Standard size (mm) Standard length
size W(mm)

Remark
B u T s

Φ80

140 35

35 15 8 7

Min size:WMIN=325

Max size:WMAX=800

Remark:
Every 50 adds a

specification

1.W<150mm is not equipped with belt

guide groove, W>150 can be equipped

with belt guide groove

2.Optional driver model

TL-BLDC24-120R or TL-BLDC24-120C

54 80

27 165

12 270

Straight Electric Roller With Wire

Electric Roller With Belt Groove And Line
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Project Specification Remark

Motor Type
DC brushless permanent magnet

synchronous motor
Motor Form External rotor motor
Voltage (V) DC 48士 10%
number of Poles 12
Rated Power Range(W) 400W
Range of Revolutions(r/min) 300-600
Rated Torque(N·m) 6

Instantaneous Maximum
Torque(N·m)

8 No More Than 4 Seconds

Work System Intermittent work 25%
Ambient Temperature

Determines
Weight(kg) 5.2
Cooling Method Self-cooling
Insulation Class F
Coil Resistance(Ω) 0.5
Bearing Type 6004ZZ
Bearing Lubrication Self-lubricating
Bearing Cooling Method Self-cooling
Drive Type DC brushless driver
Input Rated Voltage(V) 48

Drive Rated Power(W) 400
Determines Intermittent

Work 25%
Drive Size(mm) 155*147*39 38400,N,8,1
Communication Method RS485 Aviation Plug
Power Interface GX19-4 Aviation Plug
Communication Interface GX16-5 Connector
Motor Interface VL62001-03R Aviation Plug
Motor Hall Interface GX12-5 Aviation Plug
Infrared Sensor Interface GX12-4
Use Ambient Temperature(℃) 0-40
Use Ambient Humidity(%RH) Below 85% No Water Droplets, Rain

Logistics Sorting Line Rollers
3.1Specifications
Roller model：
1)Motor model:GDA-TLO002-NO1
2)Drive model:TLA-TL180101A
Specific parts and parameter information:
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Model
Specifications

A B C D
line

length
Remark

DGA-TL00002-NO1# 428 437 465 14 0.35M Roller L428
DGA-TL00002-NO2# 578 584 624 14 0.5M Roller L578
DGA-TLO0002-N03# 628 634 674 14 0.5M Roller L628
DGA-TLO0002-N04# 405 411 451 16 0.5M Roller L405

Rated power: 400w

Rated speed: 600rpm
Input voltage: DC48V

Noise: Below 70dB
Rated torque: 6N·M
Power cord
connector: HX62001-02P connector

Hall
connector: GX12-5P aviation connector

Wire length see table

3.2Electric roller specific size
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